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HOW YOUR BELIEFS WORK AND HOW TO CHANGE IT
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Did you ever wonder, Queen, how your beliefs truly work? Why they are even
that important?

Well, beliefs are the building cement for any personal development topic. In fact,

they are the building pillars of ourselves, because everything, literally everything

we do or not do, comes from our beliefs.

Beliefs encompass the ways how we live and perceive the world, and , yes, that

also means that it includes all the ways how we identify ourselves. Beliefs

represent what we like and what we do not like. In other words, they are our

MODELS OF REALITY, Queen.

Because beliefs are truly the ways how we perceive our reality, we create these

models, or we can call it systems, which literally become stored in us. Most people

do not enjoy hearing this, but we are kinda like computer systems!

We think most actions we make are based on decisions, but actually these

decisions are based on our beliefs, on our autopilot that runs from these

computers systems over and over again. Every single day.
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WHY BELIEFS ARE IMPORTANT?
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Anything we do or not do is based on what exact systems we have agreed to 

take in. We do not achieve things we want or we do not even start, because of our 

beliefs. We often even screw up because of our beliefs. We even get excited or 

happy, because of our beliefs.

This means that beliefs can be both positive and negative.

POSITIVE BELIEFS  - the ones that makes us happy, create value for us and build a 

healthy lifestyle, without torturing other people or surrounding environment.

NEGATIVE BELIEFS - the ones that drag us down, unmotivate us, do not nurture 

us, create struggle in our lives, and  in turn influence our environment negatively.

Beliefs are important, because our wellbeing and even the wellbeing of others 

depend on our beliefs. They create our habits and in turn, they create us.

This is why we constantly need to re-check and investigate our beliefs. And even 

though it might seem hard at first, we can certainly change and re-write our 

beliefs into a better positive ones.

POSITIVE & NEGATIVE BELIEFS
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MEET BRULES, 
BULLSHIT RULES

The core word when we speak about how our beliefs are created is CULTURE. 

The culture we are in matters, it shapes ideas, create patterns and build our 
beliefs, dear Queen.

While culture can create lots of valuable benefits, is also integrates society 
approved rules how life supposed to work, including rules such as “ you should 
be…”, or “you should do…”. Ever heard these ones before? Let’s call them BRULES, 
bullshit rules (phrase created by Vishen Lakhiani).

Why are they bullshit rules? Because they are not absolute truth!

ABSOLUTE TRUTH - physical world agreements such as fire is hot, rocks are hard, 
tigers can bite you.

RELATIVE TRUTH - mental world of ideas, constructs, concepts, models , myths, 
patterns and rules that we developed and passed generation from generation.

Now, of course, there rules were created for purpose. They were invented to keep us 
safe and to keep us under control, to make us feel comfortable. 

However, while these Brules might have worked a long time ago, our generation 
has changed drastically, so many of them do not apply to our lives anymore. 

They are not necessary for our survival. Actually, some of these rules can even 
become a poison for happiness and success seeking goals.

From where exactly do we take BRULES? Let’s talk about  5 major ”hosts”:

CHILDHOOD INDOCRINATION 
AUTHORITY FIGURES
TRIBALISM
SOCIAL PROOF
OUR INTERNAL INSECURITIES
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CHILDHOOD INDOCRINATION . As children we literally act like molted glue. We observe everything 

from our environment: how our parents act, how our teachers behave, what our friends do. 

These observations give us impulses and create beliefs on what is wrong and what is right. In turn, we 

imitate those people. Most often we imitate not based on what we hear, but on what we see. Many 

psychologists say that  kids create the most important life patterns with beliefs till they become 7 

years old.  Quite fascinating, isn’t it, Queen?

AUTHORITY FIGURES. We constantly look and observe people that act as authority figures, especially 

in our own countries.  If high authority figure acts in some wrong ways – we instantly know that it 

sends a message to the public, kinda verbally saying that these ways are fine to behave. Guess what 

happens afterwards? It creates loads of beliefs. 

In fact, authority figure can also be a boss, a family member or an influential friend that has 

achieved something big, based on your personal view.

HOW WE CREATE BELIEFS?
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TRIBALISM.  We, humans, have a natural need to belong and a need to 
feel appreciated. We seek it, because it allows us to feel safe and have a 
big level of comfort in our lives. This is exactly why we always look for 
groups to belong to, to create our own tribe where we can feel being 
accepted. 

However, each tribe create its own rules and patterns. People in the 
tribe have similar acting tendencies, similar personalities  and even 
goals. No surprise that our tribes create and shape our beliefs too. 
This means that we really need to be more careful with what tribes we 
surround ourselves with.

SOCIAL PROOF. Social proof often comes from tribalism, however, it 
might come as a separate unit too. This is mainly “everyone’s doing it, 
so I should do it too...” attitude. 

We believe that if we won’t meet social norms we will be cast out, will 
be called weirdos and loners. So to avoid it, we follow up with what 
everyone else around us do. 

In the longer term, these social beliefs become our norms, where we do 
not even question them anymore, thinking that life is just supposed to 
be that way (not even seeing that other ways can exist).
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OUR INTERNAL INSECURITIES. Many beliefs also come from our own created 

internal insecurities, which are mainly our interpreted past experiences. 

For example, if someone comments that our hair looks ridiculous, we might start to 

belief that out hair always looks awful. Yet, maybe it was just a bad hair day, or maybe 

that person just likes straight hair type, when you have curly hair type. 

While this might sound like a simple not-that-big insecurity, for someone it might 

become a big cause of discomfort and lack of confidence. That person might grow 

up believing that his/her hair is his/hers worst part of the body.

We need to remember that we get A THOUGHT first, and a FEELING second.  So we 

should always firstly start by investigating our thoughts, not our feelings, which we 

get from our environment.

BELIEFS EITHER BUILD 

US OR DESTROY US
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As we discussed before, you can always change or shape your beliefs into more powerful ones. Here are 3

fundamental pillars of powerful beliefs that you can use:

1. BE CLEAR ON THE STORY

In order to get a new belief or shape the existing one, you firstly need to get very clear on what story you are telling

yourself. In other words, what is your negative belief around it. Most commonly there are even more than one.

Ask yourself these powerful questions:

- What are the collective rules of society? What BRULES can be found there?

- Why am I acting/feeling this way?

- What experiences of mine have shaped me to act this way?

Always question the Brules and also how your experiences were interpreted by you.

3 FUNDAMENTAL PILLARS 

OF POWERFUL BELIEFS
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RE-WRITING THE BRULES

2. RE-WRITING PROCESS/ CONCIOUS ENGINEERING

Remember, you can always rewrite the rules and turn Brules into positive rules. 

However, you can hardly get a belief into your life out of nowhere, you see beliefs do not come as puzzles. To get a new belief,

you usually have to change a present negative belief that you have, so that your new belief can take place of the old one. 

In order to get a belief, you need to surround it with new habits. You need to make sure that your belief visits you as at least 

one habit constantly, maybe even every day.  Though, also no pressure, Queen!

This means that you kinda need to plan and put your belief into your schedule. For example, if you want to live healthy you’ll 

need to  get  “healthy is good for my body” belief, which needs to be proven to see it as the truth. This means that you’ll need to 

schedule your meals, preparation and shopping time, and even schedule when you’ll check the results such as your energy 

level or your weight. 

You should also incorporate “getting more knowledge about the topic” hours too in your schedule to accumulate more 

information and proof about the goodness of your new belief.

In addition,  you will need support and the biggest support comes when you  surround yourself with people, who have this 

belief or seek this belief (or similar belief ) themselves. This will show you that you are not the only one and will truly help 

your belief flow more easily into your life.
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3. UPGRADE SYSTEMS OF LIVING

Remember, even though you get a new belief, it does not mean all the work stops there. Obtaining a 

software is not enough, you constantly need to upgrade your hard drive, your models of reality. 

So do not create, but FIND TIME to learn from others, be curious and accumulate information about 

important areas in your life. Be open to personal development and growth. Listen to recommendations. 

Always be a bigger observer than talker.  Anytime you hear a peace of information – listen and think 

how it can benefit you. Not in the arrogant way, but in a soul-growing way.

Remember, we grow from either our DISCOMFORT or INSIGHT. So anytime you’ll feel discomfort or 

insight arising, ask yourself what beliefs might emerge from it.

EMBRACE CONSTANT GROWTH
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In order to investigate your limiting beliefs, Queen (which you should do constantly from

time to time basis), you can use 9 life areas model.

9 life areas model puts life into 9 areas, kind of like boxes, making it easier to look at life in

smaller details versus getting overwhelmed by the whole package.

9 LIFE AREAS:

1. HEALTH & FITNESS

2. FINANCES/MONEY

3. DREAM JOB/CAREER

4. LOVE PARTNER

5. FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS

6. SPIRITUALWORLD

7. PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

8. SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT (MATERIAL THINGS)

9. CONTRIBUTION TO THEWORLD

9 LIFE AREAS MODEL
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You can go through each life area and question yourself:

- What limiting beliefs society has around them?

- What limiting beliefs do I have around them?

- What limiting beliefs I have had before and improved?

- What of these limiting beliefs are the most poisonous for me right now reaching my success and

happiness?

- What new positive limiting beliefs I can obtain to live a more healthy life?

If you will find time to ask yourself these questions and evaluate each single area, you’ll

surely have more awareness towards your life, more clarity towards your desires and
bigger understanding of the deeper layers of your personal models of reality.

Once you start doing this, the world will shift, Queen,. because you’ll start seeing the world

in different eyes, understanding that each of us have our own negative models of reality.

But you’ll be the one walking on a path towards positive changes.

KEEP QUESTIONING YOURSELF
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Thank you for reading this eBook, Queen. I hope it has given you some valuable

information on beliefs. I truly believe that we can all manage our beliefs by simple

getting more knowledge on the ways how it works and how we change it.

You see, it is just science and psychology. By combining it, we can understand it

more and by understanding it, we can seek changes. Cause once you obtain certain

knowledge – there is no coming back. Once you obtain it – you start seeing things

differently.

So, I hope you see it now too. The fact, that you can change any belief in your life.

Cause you are powerful, you are strong and you deserve a healthy beautiful life,

magnificent Queen!

Light & Warmness,

Diana Baltru – Founder of Mystic Queens Circle

YOU CAN, QUEEN

MYSTIC QUEENS CIRCLE

MYSTIC QUEENS CIRCLE


